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Linking

International carbon markets

• As of 2016, ETSs were operating across

four continents in 35 countries, 13
states or provinces, and seven cities.
• A bottom-up policy architecture where

ETSs interact can be a significant
element of the global climate change
policy framework in the future.
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Linking

Why linking?
• Economic motivations
• Abatement costs being minimised across a larger pool of regulated
firms;
• Improved liquidity resulting in decreased transaction costs, and
• Lower overall price variability and thus reduced price uncertainty
(depending on who is the linking partner, more on this later).
• Political motivations
• Linking locks-in ETS as (one of) the local regulatory choice(s) to
control emissions
• Thus the risk of regulatory capture (against ETS) is reduced;
• Contributes to a level playing field that can facilitate international

cooperation
• Alleviates competitiveness concerns among economies;
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Carbon dating

Enter ‘carbon dating’
• There is a missing opportunity when markets operate independently.
• If companies in different markets were able to trade, they could make
savings every time the price of allowances varied across markets.
• In a recent paper we analysed the potential cost savings when

previously isolated markets are linked.
• Carbon dating: When is it beneficial to link ETSs? Doda and Taschini

2017 JAERE.
• So, what does make a good carbon date?
1 Opposite attracts;
2 the market size of linking partners matter; and
3 low linking costs (negotiation and implementation).
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Brexit and the EU ETS

UK’s options post Brexit
1

Maintain UK’s participation in EU-ETS
• Benefits of the world’s largest carbon market
• Less control of own and EU policy
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3

Institute a UK Carbon Tax
• Complete control over UK policy
• Politically difficult
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